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Stephen Holt to play summer league for Atlanta Hawks 

By Chris Vivlamore 

Stephen Holt will be part of the Hawks’ Las Vegas Summer League entry, according to his agent Darrell 

Comer. 

Holt played summer league with Hawks last year and played last season in the NBA Development League 

with the Canton Charge. The guard appeared in 49 games and averaged 10.9 points, 3.1 rebounds and 

3.0 assists in 29.6 minutes. 

Holt wanted a chance to play with the Hawks again, Comer said. 

“He is grateful to be back,” Comer said. 

Holt had a strong summer league performance last year. He appeared in five games, including three 

starts, and averaged 8.6 points, 2.6 rebounds and 2.0 assists in 23.7 minutes. 

The 6-foot-4 guard played collegiately at St. Mary’s. 

The Hawks have yet to release their summer league roster. They are scheduled to leave for Las Vegas for 

practices tomorrow. The tournament runs from July 10-20. The Hawks are guaranteed five games. 

Hawks’ forward/center Mike Muscala, Jon Horford and Terran Petteway are confirmed participants by 

The Atlanta Journal-Constitution. 
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Edy Tavares on Atlanta Hawks summer league roster 

By Chris Vivlamore 

Edy Tavares will play for the Hawks’ entry in the Las Vegas Summer League after agreeing to a contract 

last week. The 7-foot-3 center was a second-round pick of the Hawks last year and played in Spain. 

The Hawks announced their roster Monday. 

Mike Muscala will play a third summer league season at the request of the Hawks. In his two NBA 

seasons, the forward/center has appeared in 60 games, including 40 last season, and had a strong finish. 

Lamar Patterson, a second-round pick obtained by the Hawks in a draft-night trade last year, spent the 

last season playing in Turkey. 

Greg Smith played four NBA seasons with the Rockets and Mavericks. He averaged 4.2 points and 3.4 

rebounds in 131 games, including 41 with the Mavericks last year. 

Stephen Holt played summer league with Hawks last year and played last season in the NBA 

Development League with the Canton Charge. The guard appeared in 49 games and averaged 10.9 

points, 3.1 rebounds and 3.0 assists in 29.6 minutes. 

Josh Davis spent last season in the D-League. The forward played 22 games for the Austin Spurs and 

averaged 13.8 points and 10.5 rebounds in 34.0 minutes. 

The Hawks roster also includes Jon Horford, the brother of Hawks center Al Horford, and Abraham 

Millsap, the brother of Hawks forward Paul Millsap. The Hawks are scheduled to depart for Las Vegas 

tomorrow for practices in advance of the tournament that runs from July 10-20. The Hawks are 

guaranteed five games. 

Here is the complete roster: 

No. Player Pos. Ht. Wt. School/Team Exp. 

16 Brandon Ashley F 6-9 230 Arizona R 

19 Tomas Bellas G 6-1 198 Gran Canaria R 

11 Josh Davis F 6-8 215 San Diego St. R 

51 Jon Horford F 6-10 250 Florida R 

14 Stephen Holt G 6-4 195 Saint Mary’s R 

20 DeAndre Kane G 6-5 210 Iowa St. R 

6 Abraham Millsap G 6-4 190 Tennessee St. R 

2 Trey McKinney-Jones G 6-5 220 Miami R 

41 Mike Moser F 6-8 211 Oregon R 



 

 

 

31 Mike Muscala F/C 6-11 240 Bucknell 2 

13 Lamar Patterson G/F 6-5 225 Pittsburgh R 

33 Terran Petteway G/F 6-6 215 Nebraska R 

44 Greg Smith F 6-10 250 Fresno St. 4 

22 Walter Tavares C 7-3 250 Gran Canaria R 

29 Elston Turner G 6-5 211 Texas A&M R 
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Is the Hawks’ window already closing? 

By Mark Bradley 

The Hawks’ new owners wanted to retain the same organization, more or less, and the same team, 

more or less. The hope was that continuity would yield the same-if-not-better results. Sad to say, it’s 

already possible to view last season’s 60 wins as a distant memory. 

The 2014-2015 Hawks finished with the NBA’s second-best record. A set of post-Fourth power rankings 

by Bleacher Report rates the 2015-2016 Hawks as the league’s 14th-best team. As premature and 

inexact as that might be, it reflects the latest bit of conventional wisdom. (Which can, as we know, 

change with the wind.) 

In January, this appeared a team of such precisely matching parts that no superstar was required or 

even wanted, a team that could ride its system and savvy to the NBA finals. In light of an underwhelming 

postseason — even as we concede that the Hawks just went further than they’d gone since moving to 

Atlanta — colder eyes are being cast. 

Rather than flout the gotta-have-a-superstar truism, the Hawks underscored it. They were swept by the 

Cavaliers and LeBron James, the Polaris of stars. Now, barely a week after free agency commenced, the 

Hawks’ exquisite balance has been thrown out of plumb. 

DeMarre Carroll isn’t a star. The Toronto Raptors, who will pay him $60 million over four years, will learn 

that soon enough. Even if the salary cap could have been finagled to meet that price, the Hawks weren’t 

wrong, dollar-wise, to let him go. 

Still, the way the Hawks were constructed, Carroll could be made to appear a star. Any of these starters 

could. We saw in the unbeaten January how devastating and downright lovely that could be. We saw in 

the playoffs the flaw in that design. 

Postseason opponents committed to stopping Kyle Korver, believing him the key to pace-and-space. 

Even before Matthew Dellavedova hurtled into Korver’s leg, the great shooter’s playoff misery had 

undercut everything. With all parts working, the Hawks’ whole was mighty. With even one of the parts 

diminished, the whole didn’t amount to a whole lot. 

With Carroll leaving, one part must be replaced. The Hawks paid max money to keep Paul Millsap, who’s 

statistically a better player than Carroll, but small forward could prove a more difficult position to 

restock. As it stands, the options are Thabo Sefolosha, who’s coming off a broken leg and who isn’t as 

good as Carroll, and Tim Hardaway Jr., who made 39 percent of his shots as a Knick last season and 

defended even worse. 

Hardaway was the product of a draft that saw the Hawks enter with the No. 15 pick and wind up with 

the guy who’d been the 24th player taken in 2013. Granted, Hardaway has proved he can play, if not 

always well, in the NBA. Bobby Portis, on whom the Hawks passed twice, has not. But was Hardaway 

really the best the Hawks could do? 

This draft was conducted without Danny Ferry, the general manager who built the 60-win team but who 

wasn’t seen by incoming ownership as integral. It was overseen by Mike Budenholzer and Wes Wilcox, 

both hired by Ferry. For a team banking on continuity, that’s a lot of changing, and so we ask: 



 

 

 

Are Budenholzer and Wilcox capable of remaking a roster in Ferry’s image? Is Carroll only the first brick 

to fall? Will Korver, who’s 34 and coming off two surgeries, be as good again? Will Millsap, who’s 30? 

Will Al Horford leave when his contract lapses next summer? (The trade for Tiago Splitter offers a better 

backup than Pero Antic and cover in case Horford exits, but a starting front line of Splitter, Horford and 

Millsap is impractical. Nobody sees Millsap as a small forward.) 

Back to Bleacher Report’s rankings. Five Eastern teams are listed ahead of the Hawks: Cleveland, duh, 

but Miami and Milwaukee and Chicago, too. There’s also Washington, which added Kelly Oubre — 

officially drafted by the Hawks before the trading began — to go with John Wall, Bradley Beal and Otto 

Porter Jr., the oldest of whom is 24. Back in January, conventional wisdom held the Hawks as a team in 

its glorious prime. We wonder today if that prime has come and gone. 
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NBA Free-Agency Winners and Losers 

By Zach Lowe 

Now that Marc Gasol and Robert Pera have come down from their tapas-and-wine bender across 

Barcelona, the last big-name free agent outside the LeBron Show is off the board. The first free-agency 

period of the NBA’s new money era mostly unfolded over a whirlwind 90 hours, starting with Al-Farouq 

Aminu’s move to Portland and ending when LaMarcus Aldridge broke away and headed to San Antonio. 

Even when most players re-sign with their old teams, free agency jolts the league’s balance of power 

and explodes new trends in the player-sharing economy. 

Let’s step back from the frenzy and pin down some early winners and losers. 

Winner: The Spurs Borg Reboots 

I’ve seen some hand-wringing over how Aldridge’s ball-stopping post-ups fit into the Spurs’ beautiful 

game, and about the depth San Antonio sacrificed — Cory Joseph, Aron Baynes, Tiago Splitter, Marco 

Belinelli — to make way for Aldridge. It’s fine to be cautious, but good god, Lemon, the Spurs’ old 

starting five was one of the best lineups in the NBA, and they just replaced Splitter with an All-Star who 

can defend almost as well, space the floor with a silky jumper, hit 3s, and bail out the offense with late-

clock post-ups. This team is going to be ridiculous. 

Remember when the Spurs benched Splitter against speedy postseason defenses who strangled their 

spacing? THEY JUST REPLACED THAT DUDE WITH LAMARCUS ALDRIDGE. 

Aldridge feasts on the left block, Tim Duncan’s territory, and all that chucking masks what a well-

rounded player he can be. He’s a skilled passer, and he can both dive and pop for jumpers out of the 

pick-and-roll with Tony Parker. It will take him a bit to feel the flow of the Spurs’ nonstop offense — the 

constant screening, the dribble hand-offs that connect one action to the next, the cutting and passing. 

But Aldridge is a high-IQ player who can adapt. The presence of a true no. 1 option eases the burden on 

both the aging stars and the young guys at risk of assuming too much, too fast. 

Splitter’s strength was his combination of speed and true-center size. This was crucial to San Antonio’s 

defense: He could run Dirk Nowitzki off 3-pointers and bang with Zach Randolph. You know who else 

can do that? LaMarcus Aldridge! When he’s engaged, Aldridge is a very good defender — one of the 

best among bigs at switching onto smaller players, something that bodes well for a potential small-ball 

showdown against the Warriors. 

Depth on the wing might be an issue, but Manu Ginobili, Boris Diaw, David West, and Patty Mills make 

for a nice first four off the bench. It appeared that the Spurs might have to deal Mills in order to fit 

Aldridge’s salary, but the smart money is on San Antonio finding a way to keep him — especially with 

Cory Joseph off to Toronto. West sacrificed $11 million (!) in declining his option with the Pacers and 

signing in San Antonio for the minimum — about $4 million less than Washington was ready to pay, and 

$2 million less than Golden State offered, per several league sources. 

The Spurs don’t have an official backup center, but Aldridge can man up to the job against opposing 

reserves in lineups with Diaw or West that should feature five capable shooters. Ginobili is on his last 

legs, but if he has anything left, he should tear up opposing defenses running the pick-and-roll amid 



 

 

 

pristine spacing. Diaw and West have the heft to guard some backup centers if Aldridge prefers. This 

freaking team, man. 

A lot of players will sacrifice major money so the Spurs can nab Aldridge and retain the foundational 

wing combo of Kawhi Leonard and Danny Green. That will not sit well with the players union. At the 

other extreme, players who wring out every dollar draw the ire of fans. Both lines of criticism are unfair. 

All humans should be free to choose the lifestyles they want. Duncan and West have placed a huge 

psychic value on winning, and that’s their choice. Guys like LeBron, Kobe Bryant, and Carmelo Anthony 

have fought for the most money possible, and that is their choice — a choice most of us make in our 

lives. 

Chasing the max salary makes it harder to build championship-level rosters. That’s fundamental reality 

in a salary-capped league, and I haven’t heard one off-the-beaten-path solution1 that changes it. The 

Warriors couldn’t hoard championship depth without first inking Stephen Curry to an extension that 

looks beyond laughable today. Bryant’s insane extension has crippled the Lakers. Every dollar matters. 

That doesn’t mean we should criticize stars who fight for the money they deserve. The salary cap 

creates a zero-sum game they can’t win. 

The Spurs? They always win. It’s too early to declare them undisputed favorites, especially since the 

reloading Cavs have a much easier path to the Finals. The Thunder could earn their way back into this 

stratosphere fast. The defending champs are young, and the Spurs are leaning on at least five key 

players over 30. But the Spurs have a chance to be devastating. 

Loser: More Portland Sadness 

What a sad story. This team coalesced into something special, and boom, 80 percent of the starting 

lineup is gone. I’ve seen some people wonder if Portland might win 35 or 40 games next year. The 

Blazers are going to bebad. Like, really bad. This is now a full-on rebuilding job, and they’ve started it 

well after paying the ultimate price for dancing with Aldridge until the very end. They made two nice 

trades around the draft, snagged Ed Davis on a solid contract, and made a semi-defensible bet signing 

Al-Farouq Aminu to a four-year deal. If you’re going to wager on uncertain upside, make sure you sign 

the guy for long enough that you actually reap the upside. 

There was some snickering over Portland lavishing a five-year mega-max onto Damian Lillard,2 but that’s 

a no-brainer, despite his awful defense. Lillard slumped from deep last year, but a point guard who can 

nail 3s off the dribble is a foundational player in a pick-and-roll league. Lillard’s extension kicks in for the 

2016-17 season, so it isn’t among the new deals that will look like bargains once the cap jumps to $90 

million that season. But every rebuild needs a tentpole, and the extension takes Lillard through his 

prime. Signing it now and putting a huge cap number on the books for 2016-17 doesn’t crimp Portland’s 

flexibility, since they’ll have plenty of cap space anyway. 

Rebuilding brings another bonus: Portland flipped Denver a first-round pick in the Arron Afflalo deal, but 

the Nuggets only get it if it falls outside the lottery in 2016 or 2017; after that, it morphs into a second-

round pick. Denver shopped that pick ahead of the draft, per several league sources, but couldn’t find 

any takers, in part because teams expected the Blazers to sink upon Aldridge’s (likely) departure. 

Portland will probably keep that pick, and it’s set to carry more cap room into next season than anyone 

— space it could use to facilitate a trade or snag an asset from a team in need of tax relief. 

The Blazers were second-tier contenders. If everything broke right, they might have made the Finals. 

First-tier contenders don’t need as much luck, which is why most second-tier teams rarely survive three 



 

 

 

playoff series — at least not in the West. Re-signing Aldridge might have trapped the Blazers in second-

tier status — even with a cap boom that would have offered rare flexibility for a pseudo-contender. 

Watching a 50-win team is much more fun than watching a lottery crew, but at least the Blazers get to 

take a moonshot now. 

Winner: 2016 Free Agents 

Psst. Have you looked at next season’s free-agency class? Kevin Durant is the headliner, but it’s thin at 

the top after him. Among this season’s starry free agents, only Wade opted for a one-year deal that 

would plop him back into free agency for Year 1 of the cap extravaganza.3 Lillard and Anthony Davis, the 

two game-changers among next year’s potential restricted free agents, locked in deals a year early. 

There are still some big names, including Al Horford, Mike Conley, Joakim Noah, and perhaps Dwight 

Howard,4 but next summer’s class lost star power when Kevin Love, Aldridge, and others chose security 

over higher-risk, higher-reward short-term deals. There will be more star-level salary slots next summer 

under the $90 million cap than star free agents. 

That is very good news for Jeff Green, Luol Deng, Eric Gordon, Nic Batum, Wilson Chandler, Danilo 

Gallinari, DeMar DeRozan, Chandler Parsons, and other third-banana types. These guys are going to 

get paid. DeRozan and Parsons hold player options for 2016-17, and the best intel is that both will opt 

out to secure longer-term deals based on the higher cap. 

A word on the Pelicans: They sacrificed about $10 million in cap space next summer by extending Davis 

now instead of letting him into restricted free agency as San Antonio did with Kawhi Leonard.5 The 

Pelicans could offload some salary between now and then, but that $10 million represents real lost 

chances — the chance to sign one more quality player, or the extra flexibility to court a tandem. The 

Blazers, with a roster stripped bare, faced no such opportunity cost in yanking Lillard out of free agency 

early. 

It’s easy to look at a spreadsheet and criticize the Pelicans. The combination of restricted free agency 

and the ability to offer a super-max “Derrick Rose Rule” contract6 gave them about as much leverage as 

any team will have over a star player. Signing the one-year qualifying offer, as Greg Monroe did to shake 

free of Detroit, would have cost Davis $16 million in 2016-17 and as much as $30 million over the course 

of five years. He wasn’t going to do it. 

But the Pelicans aren’t the Spurs, and Davis isn’t Leonard. He’s a generational superstar, and making him 

wait a year might have irked him. If things went poorly, Davis could have signed a three-year deal with 

another team, forced the Pelicans to match, and started the clock ticking toward his inevitable and 

premature divorce from New Orleans. 

The Pelicans couldn’t afford even that small risk — not with a player like this, in a small market familiar 

with losing stars to glitzier places. Sometimes, spreadsheets don’t matter. 

Winners and Losers: The DeAndre Jordan Edition 

Predictions: The Clippers will be better than expected if healthy, the Mavs a bit worse, and Jordan will 

prove he can thrive without Chris Paul. The Clips will find a workable center somewhere, especially if 

they trade Jamal Crawford for Brendan Haywood’s non-guaranteed deal — a move, as reported by 

ESPN.com’s Marc Stein on Monday, that would give the Clips a trade chip to exchange for a big man.7 



 

 

 

But with Lance Stephenson and Paul Pierce onboard, the Clips can do damage with small-ball lineups 

featuring Blake Griffin at center. The Clips still have two of the league’s dozen best players, but they’re 

now doomed if one of them misses major time again. 

Losing Jordan is still a disaster for a thin team that can’t afford any slippage on defense. The Clippers 

have almost certainly forfeited a precious season of title contention. Unless the Spurs, Warriors, and 

Thunder suffer horrible injury luck, it’s hard to see the Clippers without Jordan reaching a level high 

enough to compete with those teams — not to mention the Grizzlies and Rockets. 

The Clips should have max-level cap space to chase a big man next season, but so will about 25 other 

teams, and most of the league’s top centers — including, ahem, Jordan — just signed long-term deals. 

The Clippers may join the sad ranks of the league’s great “what if?” teams after blitzing to within one 

quarter of the conference finals. They had an honest chance to win a championship, and they blew it. 

Doc Rivers sabotaged the team’s bench with a series of shaky moves, and he compounded that by 

banishing Spencer Hawes — a guy who could have actually helped them. 

I’ve long defended Chris Paul, but he deserves some blame. As Kevin Arnovitz detailed at ESPN.com, a 

bunch of on- and off-court issues swirled around the Paul-Jordan relationship, and it degraded enough 

for Jordan to snap the connection. The tight friendship between Mark Cuban and Dan Fegan, the agent 

for both Chandler Parsons and Jordan, greased the wheels, but Paul played a role in busting up a 

contender. 

But if Griffin and Paul stay healthy, hold off on booking these guys a seat at the lottery dais. They should 

still be really good. “Really good” just isn’t enough to get through the Warriors, Spurs, Thunder, 

Grizzlies, and Rockets. 

Jordan is a major score for the Mavs, but this team needs to nail another offseason before we put them 

in the conversation with the best in the West. They’re thin, Wesley Matthews is coming off an Achilles 

tear (an injury that has ruined the careers of most who suffered it), and evidence suggests that Jordan 

alone can’t fix the Mavs’ leaky defense. But the offense should be fine, and the Mavs have proven over 

and over that Rick Carlisle, Dirk Nowitzki, and a semi-competent supporting cast is good for at least 45 

wins. 

The snark mob is waiting to pounce on Jordan if he struggles without Paul to loft feathery lobs that hang 

up like balloons. J.J. Barea, Devin Harris, and (maybe) Jeremy Lin are obvious downgrades, but they also 

represent just one piece in a five-man pick-and-roll puzzle. Nowitzki is the greatest shooting big man 

ever; he drags one opposing big out to the 3-point arc, freeing Jordan to rampage down the kind of 

wide-open lane he never saw with Griffin operating around the elbows. 

Parsons is a solid pick-and-roll guy ready to take the reins, and while Rick Carlisle has had issues with 

flighty point guards, a bunch of otherwise blah ball handlers — including both Harris and Barea — have 

thrived playing within the spacing Nowitzki provides. Jameer Nelson had these guys humming early last 

season. He also had Monta Ellis to work as a lead ball handler, and there will be some adjustment with 

Ellis gone. But Jordan should be fine. 

He might be even more valuable as a co-recruiter with Parsons next summer, should Parsons re-up. 

Dallas never found a franchise superstar in free agency, but the Mavs have now cobbled together an 

appealing support group for Nowitzki — one they can sell to future free agents. Nowitzki is playing on a 

Duncanesque discount, and the Mavs could have almost $20 million in cap room a year from now. 



 

 

 

Participation Ribbons: The Swing-and-Miss Crew 

Labeling anyone as “losers” a week into free agency is dumb, but any team will tell you: If you swing big 

and miss, it doesn’t feel good. 

New York Knicks: Among free agents who were realistic bets to switch teams in 2010, the last time the 

Knicks went shopping with cap room, Amar’e Stoudemire probably ranked behind James, Wade, Chris 

Bosh, and Joe Johnson. For all the hubbub about how last week proved that the allure of big markets has 

dissipated, the Knicks don’t have much history of convincing superstar free agents to join a wretched 

roster. 

Losing Monroe to Milwaukee hurt, and as I wrote here, Monroe’s mean-spirited post game and deft 

passing will fit well with the Bucks. Having Aldridge cancel a meet-and-greet because the Knicks were 

the last humans to realize he doesn’t want to play center is a small humiliation. 

But New York rebounded with normal basketball moves, and normal is a wonderful change after 15 

years of James Dolan haphazardly bouncing from one crazy win-now scheme to the next. The soft 

bigotry of low expectations might be at play here, though. Robin Lopez is a nice two-way center who will 

fit well in the triangle, but $13.5 million per season is at the tippy-top of his market. Arron Afflalo is a 

versatile pro, but he has long been overrated on defense, and if he plays well this season, he will opt 

right back into free agency. The Knicks punted on Iman Shumpert for cap space, and while Shumpert 

rankled New York officials at times, he’s a more intriguing long-term wing than Afflalo. 

Derrick Williams can run and jump, but the Knicks blew past his market, and he has never demonstrated 

the passing-and-cutting IQ to play in the triangle. There are no caveats necessary on Kyle O’Quinn; 

getting a smart passing big with some range and bounce for at least three years, at $4 million per 

season, is a fantastic low-risk bet. 

There is a weird dissonance here. Carmelo Anthony is 31, Afflalo is at the edge of his prime, and Lopez is 

not changing your franchise. Kids make up the rest of the roster. It feels like a less than 50-50 

proposition that Anthony finishes out his five-year deal in New York. But this is a no-harm, no-foul 

offseason that sets the Knicks up to be a competitive team that might battle its way into the playoff 

race. 

Los Angeles Lakers: This team will not battle its way into the playoff race, and it flat-out embarrassed 

itself in blowing a meeting with Aldridge before scheduling a face-saver two days later. They should have 

tried harder to retain Ed Davis, though every team that spends time with Davis grumbles about his low 

motor, nonexistent range, and terrible foul shooting. 

Brandon Bass is a workable Davis replacement, and the Lakers got Lou Williams at a below-market deal 

that will age well (and function as a trade asset). Reviving Roy Hibbert is a fine way to use leftover cap 

space, and he’ll provide resistance at the rim for an otherwise overmatched group who barely bothered 

to try on defense last season. 

The Lakers are waiting out Bryant’s extension. Laugh at their tarnished brand if you want, but these guys 

still get meetings with everyone. Aldridge had serious interest in them when free agency started, per 

several sources, and the Lakers will eventually learn from three straight summers of unrequited free-

agency love. In the meantime, swallow another awful season, develop all the fun young guys, and give 

yourselves at least a chance of being bad enough to keep the top-three protected pick you owe 

Philadelphia. 



 

 

 

Sacramento Kings: Everyone is busy applauding Sacramento for not barfing all over itself with 

its weekend signings, but three ho-hum deals for Rajon Rondo, Marco Belinelli, and Kosta Koufos do not 

justify the ghastly trade that opened up the cap room for them. Sacramento outbid precisely no one to 

overpay Rondo on a one-year deal; by the time he accepted Sacramento’s handout, there were no 

teams left with cap room and interest in Rondo. Rondo is betting on himself, and if he wins, Sacramento 

might end up a pit stop for him. 

Sacramento already had the cap room for one of these offers before gifting the Sixers a pile of draft 

assets. Clearing room for two of the three would have required just a little creativity, and maybe —

 maybe — the sacrifice of one trivial draft asset. I get all the explanations: The Kings need to win back 

DeMarcus Cousins’s fragile loyalty and field a competitive team when their new arena opens next 

season. They are sick of losing, and if a half-dozen huge things break right for them, they could chase the 

no. 8 seed. Belinelli provides spacing and a dash of playmaking, and Koufos is a starting-quality center. 

I get all that. None of it justifies dealing Nik Stauskas, a future first-round pick, and swap rights — lottery 

balls, basically — when two-thirds of this spending would have been possible using only the stretch 

provision. Omri Casspi is a bargain on a two-year, $6 million deal, but the Kings had the means to sign 

him at that amount before Philly robbed them blind. And remember: This isn’t the East, where making 

the playoffs is easy and the Wizards, overeager to be above-average, could deal a future first-round pick 

for Marcin Gortat with borderline certainty the pick would fall outside the lottery. 

The Koufos signing indicates that Karl’s voice carries weight after all; Karl loved coaching him in Denver. 

It also leaves the Kings with three bigs who operate around the basket, plus a fallback option should 

they trade Cousins. Vlade Divac, the Kings’ top personnel guy, insists the team has no intention of 

dealing Cousins, but this franchise hasn’t exactly behaved in predictable ways, and rival executives 

expect Cousins to be available. 

Boston Celtics: The payoff was always going to be the hardest part. Stars rarely become available in 

their primes, and when they do, a half-dozen teams battle to get them. Love represented Boston’s best 

chance at a big score, and when he returned to the Cavs on a five-year deal,8 Boston pivoted back into 

asset-acquisition mode — a mode at which Danny Ainge is better than almost anyone. 

In a season in which just about everyone tacked player options onto the end of their contracts, Boston 

somehow got Amir Johnson and Jonas Jerebko to accept non-guaranteed second seasons. They 

immediately become appealing trade targets, though the cap relief those non-guaranteed years 

represent isn’t as powerful a lure now that the whole league is flush with cap room. Jae Crowder’s five-

year, $35 million deal will look cheap as the cap rises, and Boston was smart to retain him for as long as 

possible. 

It was puzzling that Boston didn’t make a run at Tobias Harris, and the Celtics are clearly frustrated that 

Charlotte rebuffed a monster offer for the no. 9 pick. Fans are getting restless, but rebuilds take time. 

Boston will strike at some point, and the Celtics are among a pile of teams hoping Love will eventually 

force his way out of Cleveland. 

Phoenix Suns: I’m not sure any team has experienced a crazier calendar year than Phoenix. They were a 

feel-good story with a point guard hydra, and in a flash, they transformed into a group of mouthy 

malcontents who traded two of their three point guards — plus that juicy top-three protected Lakers 

pick. And then, out of nowhere, they went all in for Aldridge. They signed Tyson Chandler mostly to lead 

their Aldridge recruiting mission, broke up the Morris twins with a cap dump on Detroit, and would have 

dealt Markieff Morris had Aldridge signed on. 



 

 

 

That is a lot of trauma, spurred on in part by Robert Sarver, the team’s owner. Sarver has grown 

impatient with Phoenix’s playoff drought, and has urged the basketball staff to take huge swings in free 

agency, per several league sources. 

The future feels murkier than it did before the trade deadline blow-up. Chandler is here, at age 32, to 

play four years in front of Alex Len — a young center the team considers a cornerstone. Brandon Knight 

has to live up to the Lakers pick, and a new $70 million deal. The Suns didn’t sacrifice much to free space 

for Aldridge, but they are moving in several directions at once. 

There is a lot to unpack here; stay tuned for more. 

Miami Heat: Stay tuned for more here, too. We all assume things will work out for Miami, because the 

Heat are the Heat, and Riles is the godfather with a pile of bling to toss in front of free agents over the 

next two summers. Hell, Justise Winslow just fell into their laps. But the Heat have traded three first-

round picks and some cap flexibility to build around Goran Dragic, a 29-year-old speed demon working 

on a five-year deal, and two stars on the wrong side of 30. 

There might not be a more fascinating long-term situation in the league. In the meantime, bringing 

Wade back on a one-year, $20 million deal puts the Heat about $13 million over the projected tax line, 

and Miami wants no part of the harsh repeater penalties that would come with paying the tax for a 

fourth time in five seasons. Mario Chalmers and Chris Andersen are available for nothing, per several 

league sources, and the Heat have even put out Shabazz Napier feelers with an eye on carving out extra 

cap room next summer. 

Any team with a need at power forward — Toronto, Indiana, Utah — should see whether they might 

snag Josh McRoberts for a second-round pick (or two). 

Detroit Pistons: Detroit was never going to land a home run with its cap space bonanza, but its free 

agency feels like a dull meal without one killer dish. Ersan Ilyasova is a really good 2011-era stretch big 

that the league has largely figured out. Aron Baynes has a niftier offensive game than you might think, 

but he’s a 28-year-old backup, and the Pistons paid him almost $7 million per season for some reason — 

more than Memphis will pay Brandan Wright. It’s possible a team over the cap might have offered 

Baynes the full midlevel exception, about $5.5 million per season, but I haven’t found one. 

The Suns’ salary dump is fine; Marcus Morris will do well in Detroit, and we might actually get to see if 

Reggie Bullock can play. This still feels like insufficient return for the cap space that could have gone to 

Monroe — even if Monroe and Andre Drummond made for an awkward fit at times. 

In cold financial terms, Detroit misread the market on Reggie Jackson in signing him to a five-year, $80 

million deal late in free agency. Jackson did well running Stan Van Gundy’s spread pick-and-roll offense 

around Andre Drummond, but he can’t shoot, and the Pistons had no one to outbid. The point guard 

market dried up. 

In emotional terms, you can explain away this deal. Jackson wants to be loved, and the Pistons just 

bought $80 million of good locker room vibes. Their experience with Monroe taught them to fear the 

threat of a restricted free agent rejecting a “lowball” deal, signing the one-year qualifying offer, and 

getting the hell out of town. Was Jackson going to risk that after banking “just” $5.8 million over his first 

four seasons? 



 

 

 

Probably not. But the avalanche of cap room coming next summer gives Jackson leverage that past 

restricted free agents didn’t have. When only a half-dozen suitors were primed to spend, a team in 

Detroit’s position could dare their restricted free agents: “Go to the market. There are five teams who 

can bid for you, and four of them have someone at your position.” Point guard is loaded, but if Jackson 

had entered unrestricted free agency after a strong season, some team would have opened the vault. 

Still: Detroit could have squeezed a better deal. Patrick Beverley isn’t on Jackson’s level as a playmaker, 

but he’s a good player who drew real interest, and Houston let him hang before re-signing him to a 

cheapo four-year, $25 million deal. Detroit had some leverage, and even with the cap booming, every 

dollar counts. 

The damage isn’t serious, and at least everyone will be happy — a good first step in Detroit. I am curious 

to see if the Jackson-Ilyasova-Drummond spread pick-and-roll structure looks better on paper than in 

reality. It would have killed teams three years ago, but the league has gotten smarter about ducking 

under picks against point guards with shaky jumpers, and switching against bigs who can’t do much 

damage in the post. 

Van Gundy will get the most out of these guys, and Jackson, at 25, might be a late bloomer now that 

he’s getting to run a team. 

Winners: Second-Level Contenders Nailing the Little Things 

Memphis Grizzlies: The Grizz may never gather the firepower to win three series in the West, but they 

have nailed every fringe move since forfeiting a first-round pick to dump Marreese Speights’s contract 

almost three seasons ago. They butted their win into a three-way salary dump to steal Matt Barnes, and 

getting Wright at the full midlevel — three years, $18 million — is a heist. He’s better than Koufos, their 

old backup, at a lower cost. 

Washington Wizards: There’s nothing fancy here, but they got Jared Dudley for nothing and Gary Neal 

for the biannual exception — just over $2 million. Dudley did great work in Milwaukee as a small-ball 

power forward, but he’s not a full Paul Pierce replacement. He doesn’t have a legacy of big-balls shot-

making, and he can’t create shots off the dribble or from the post when a possession is dying. 

But these are smart signings for a team making them on the regular these days. They are one of the few 

teams left who might realistically spend the full midlevel, and with West off to the Spurs, they have to 

move on to their second choice. 

TBD 

Toronto Raptors: I’m intrigued. Toronto has emphasized defense, 3-and-D wing play, and Canadian-ness 

in an interesting summer so far. Let’s see how the Raptors fill out the front line, which will hint at how 

serious they are about playing both DeMarre Carroll and James Johnson heavy minutes as small-ball 

power forwards. Toronto probably doesn’t want to start a Patrick Patterson–Jonas Valanciunas 

frontcourt after that pairing struggled on defense last season. 

Look for them to re-sign Tyler Hansbrough; they have his full Bird rights, and the organization was happy 

with his play off the bench last season. 

Indiana Pacers: This is another roster that will feel unfinished until they ink one or two more big men to 

flesh out a thin frontcourt. The Pacers for now appear serious about playing big minutes with Paul 



 

 

 

George at power forward, a move that would open up the offense but also expose George to major 

pounding in his first full season back from a catastrophic leg injury. 

In the meantime, Monta Ellis brings some slicing off-the-bounce dynamism these guys badly need, and 

the Pacers are better equipped than almost anyone to hide him on defense. George Hill can defend 

most shooting guards, meaning the Pacers can shift Ellis around to the weakest perimeter player more 

freely than Dallas could. George has never been a great arc-to-rim driver, and though Hill excelled last 

season under a heavier scoring load, he can munch on spot-up looks when Ellis runs possessions. 

Rodney Stuckey feels redundant, especially since he’s a minus defender at any position, but the Pacers 

will need a lot of wings if they plan to go small a ton. 

  



 

 

 

PUBLICATION: The Players’ Tribune     DATE: 7/7/15 

Thank You, Atlanta 

By DeMarre Carroll 

It wasn’t that long ago that I was really struggling to make it in the NBA. 

Early in my career, I would only get spot minutes on different teams. Being in that situation, scared of 

making a mistake that would cost me my job, I would always play tight and nervous. I didn’t feel like I 

had the ability to be myself on the floor. 

But when I came to Atlanta, things started changing for me. It didn’t take me long to find a role with the 

Hawks. Once I made it into the starting lineup, it didn’t take long — only a couple of games — to begin 

playing the aggressive style of basketball I’m known for now. I felt myself improve game by game, and 

by the time this past season rolled around, I was ready to unleash the Junkyard Dog. 

As you might have already heard, earlier this week I agreed to become a member of the Toronto 

Raptors. It was a difficult decision, but when I considered all the factors, it was the right move for me 

and my family. I’m really excited about my future in Toronto, but it only feels right to say a proper 

goodbye to the city of Atlanta, which will always feel like a home to me. 

The Hawks organization — from the coaches, to the front office, to the fans, to my brothers in the locker 

room — gave me so much confidence in my abilities as a player, and it changed my life. 

Lots of guys have long careers in this league and never get to play on a team as successful as we were 

last year. Winning 60 games in a season is an honor that’s not lost on me, and I’ll carry memories from 

this past year with me forever. 

The biggest reason why I was able to play my best basketball in Atlanta is because of the organization’s 

player development. All of the coaches worked hard to make every guy on this roster better, and they 

deserve a lot of credit for our team’s improvement this year. 

Kenny Atkinson pushed me to take my game to another level. Darvin Ham shared the tricks he picked up 

during his long NBA career to help me develop my skills around the basket. And then there was Quinn 

Snyder, who was the first coach who took me under his wing while he was an assistant here. 

The big difference between regular NBA players and superstars isn’t just talent, but the way they train. 

Quinn and I just kind of clicked right away when I came to the Hawks, and he began working with me to 

develop skills that I hadn’t really touched before. His belief in me built up my confidence so much. 

One thing he taught me during practice was this move where I dribbled between my legs into a spin 

move and then a step back jumper. It’s the type of shot you mostly see in video games. He told me that I 

could try the move during a real game, but if he got in trouble for it I’d have to wait until next year to try 

it again. 

After working on it for a while, I felt like it was game-ready, so I gave it a try … and I missed. So next 

thing I hear is Coach Bud on his feet hollering at Quinn, “What the hell are you guys working on during 

practice?” Quinn just sort of shrugged, and told me after the game that the move looked good … I just 

needed to hit the shot. 



 

 

 

Towards the end of the season, it felt right to try the move again and this time I made the shot. Then I 

heard Coach Bud yell, “Good job, Quinn! That’s how you develop a player!” Coach Bud always had a way 

of coming around if you made a play. 

I appreciated Quinn because he encouraged me to take risks, and that really meant a lot because no 

other NBA coach had given me that opportunity. 

I’m really going to miss the locker room. It’s a great group in there, and I know they’ll find success for a 

long time. 

I hung out with Paul Millsap a lot while I was here, so I felt fortunate to be able to go through this 

process with him. This was the first time I’d ever been a priority during free agency, so I appreciated 

having him around to get advice. Paul’s a great teammate and I’m going to miss playing with him. 

I’m also going to miss getting to watch Kyle Korver shoot the ball. 

There was this one shooting drill we had in practice, and Kyle would just dominate everybody. It took 

me a while to even build up the courage to challenge him. I practiced for a couple of weeks and was 

hitting most of my shots, so I called Kyle over and said I was ready to take the throne. I told him I’m the 

Black Kyle Korver. 

We each took turns putting up five threes, and when I made four out of five, he’d make five out of five. 

If I hit three out of five, he’d make four out of five. No matter how many times we played, Kyle always 

found a way to beat me by one if I missed a shot. 

He told me to try again next year when I was ready. Well, I’m telling him now that Black Kyle Korver will 

get his revenge. It’s on. 

Finally, to the fans, thank you especially. 

I will always be thankful for the way this city treated me on and off the court. This was the first time in 

my career where I really felt like a household name. I can’t describe how much it meant to me every 

time a fan would approach me in public just to say that they loved the way I played the game. You guys 

always made me feel like a superstar, so I hustled as hard as I could to play like one. When I looked into 

the crowd and saw those #5 jerseys and Junkyard Dog t-shirts, it meant everything to me. Without you 

guys, I really don’t believe I’d be the player I am today. 

When I was injured during the first game of the Eastern Conference Finals, I was really scared. I thought 

that the worst had happened. But what could have been one of the worst moments of my life became 

one of the most memorable. That standing ovation that the fans in Atlanta gave me as I got up off the 

court gave me goosebumps and it’s something that I’ll always remember. 

God bless all of you. I’m really proud of what we accomplished together. 

Best, 

DeMarre 

P.S. Toronto, I know you guys loved Jerome Williams back in the day. Well, get ready for JYD 2.0 to come 

to your city! I’m ready! 



 

 

 

PUBLICATION: Sports Illustrated     DATE: 7/6/15 

2015 NBA free agency: Breaking down the best players still on the market 

By Ben Golliver 

By the time most of the country settled in to catch some fireworks on July 4, the best of the NBA's free 

agency period was already in the books. Truth be told, this wasn't the craziest or most shocking free-

agency period, as a vast majority of the big pieces fell into place as expected. But 2015 will be 

remembered for both its efficiency and its volume: it took less than four days for most of the difference-

makers to find new homes, and those new marriages cost the NBA owners a pretty penny. 

Here are a few key numbers and trends to know from the past week... 

• In the first week of free agency, more than $2 billion worth of agreements were made between 

teams and players. 

• That number doesn't include rookie-contract extensions for the class of 2012. No. 1 overall 

pick Anthony Davis and No. 6 pick Damian Lillard raked in another $265 million combined. 

• Twenty of SI.com's "Top 25 Free Agents of 2015" have already reached agreements with 

specific terms for next season and beyond. 

• The five outstanding members from that list all appear headed to known destinations: LeBron 

James and Tristan Thompson are assumed to be returning to the Cavaliers, Tim Duncan will re-

sign with the Spurs, Marc Gasol is expected to re-sign with the Grizzlies, and Wesley 

Matthews is headed from the Blazers to the Mavericks.   

• Only two members of SI.com's Top 10 changed teams: LaMarcus Aldridge(from the Blazers to 

the Spurs) and DeAndre Jordan (from the Clippers to the Mavericks). 

• A list of the richest free-agent contracts includes: Kevin Love (Cavaliers, $110 million over five 

years), Jimmy Butler (Bulls, $90 million over five years),Goran Dragic (Heat, $90 million over 

five years), Draymond Green(Warriors, $82 million over five years), Aldridge (Spurs, $80 million 

over four years), Jordan (Mavericks, $80 million over four years), Reggie Jackson(Pistons, $80 

million over five years). 

• As it turned out, free-agents generally favored long-term security over shorter-term flexibility 

that would allow them to become free agents again in a larger cap market in 2016 or 2017. The 

only big names to sign one-year deals were Dwyane Wade (Heat, $20 million) and Rajon 

Rondo (Kings, $10 million). Although James is expected to sign a two-year contract with an opt-

out next summer, no other big names have gone that route yet. 

So that's what happened. Here's what's coming: not much. Aside from the five assumed names listed 

above, the rest of the free-agency market is bone dry. Sunday saw GMs efficiently pick through what 

remained of the third/four-tier players like Lou Williams (Lakers), Brandon Bass (Lakers) and Cory 

Joseph (Raptors). If your favorite team is in need of a difference-maker, that's bad news for two 

reasons: 1) Very few teams still possess meaningful cap space to make signings, and 2) Calling any of the 

available free agents a true "difference-maker" would probably be a stretch.  



 

 

 

Here's a quick rundown, in alphabetical order, of 25 players who are still available along with their free 

agency status, most recent team, and their 2014-15 stats. 

Alan Anderson | Unrestricted | G/F 

7.4 PPG, 2.8 RPG, 44.3 FG%, 34.8 3P% 

The 32-year-old shooting guard has played everywhere from Croatia to Charlotte, and he's been a solid 

rotation player in Brooklyn for each of the last two seasons. Although Anderson is not really cut out to 

be a lead scoring threat, he is a quality spot-up shooter who also posted the best defensive rating of any 

Nets player with at least 1,000 minutes played. Anderson is a back-up hole-plugger, a quality off-ball, 

second-unit guy who can start in a pinch.  

Darrell Arthur | Unrestricted | F 

6.6 PPG, 2.9 RPG, 40.4 FG% 

Playing Arthur, 27, means sacrificing offense for defense, and that kept him from garnering huge 

minutes in Denver. The 6'9" power forward is a willing—if not totally able—jump-shooter and his shift 

towards stretching out to the three-point arc has yet to pan out. Arthur makes up for it defensively, 

where he led Denver in defensive rating and posted an elite +3.91 Defensive Real Plus-Minus, better 

than everyone at his position except Tim Duncan and Anthony Davis. Back in 2013, Arthur was traded 

for Kosta Koufos, who agreed to a four-year, $33 million contract with the Kings this week.  

Leandro Barbosa | Unrestricted | G 

7.1 PPG, 1.5 APG, 47.4 FG% 

UPDATE: Leandro Barbosa is reportedly returning to the Warriors on a one-year deal. 

With Draymond Green re-signed and Marreese Speights back on a team option, Leandro Barbosa is the 

biggest free agency question left for the defending champion Warriors. A favorite of coach Steve Kerr, 

Barbosa provided solid minutes behind MVP Stephen Curry on a minimum contract. The season 

amounted to a bit of a renaissance for the 32-year-old Brazilian speedster, who played just 20 games the 

previous season. Retaining Barbosa isn't absolutely essential to Golden State's back-to-back chances, as 

he's far from a stopper, but he did keep the Warriors's second-unit playing fast, a top organizational 

goal.  

Andrea Bargnani | Unrestricted | F/C 

14.8 PPG, 4.4 RPG, 45.4 FG%, 36.6 3P% 

Advanced stats nerds are waiting to pounce with glee on whomever talks themselves into Bargnani. The 

29-year-old former No. 1 pick resuscitated his scoring average and shooting percentages during a bleak, 

pointless season in New York. Despite playing on a tanking Knicks squad filled with D-leaguers and 

anonymous retreads, Bargnani managed to post a team-worst -17.5 net rating. His Real Plus-Minus of -

5.29 ranked in the bottom five league-wide among power forwards and centers, a testament to both his 

decrepit defense and empty offensive contributions.  

Carlos Boozer | Unrestricted | F 

11.8 PPG, 6.8 RPG, 49.9 FG% 



 

 

 

After six years of steady decline, the 33-year-old Boozer has reached the point of no return. The 

Lakers placed an amnesty claim on Boozer last year for no good reason, and his turnstile defense helped 

him post a horrific -9.2 net rating. The only bright side of Julius Randle's sad season-ending injury was 

the comforting thought that Boozer wasn't robbing the rookie of a single minute.   

Norris Cole | Restricted (Pelicans) | G 

7.6 PPG, 3.4 APG, 41.2 FG% 

Cole, 26, played well after a midseason trade from Miami to New Orleans. Overmatched when asked to 

start, the 2011 first-round pick slots in cleanly behind Jrue Holiday on the depth chart, and the Pelicans 

are reportedly interested in re-signing him. With the biggest names at his position—Goran Dragic, 

Brandon Knight and Reggie Jackson—now signed, a resolution should be coming in fairly short order for 

the two-time champion.  

Matthew Dellavedova | Restricted (Cavs) | G 

4.8 PPG, 3 APG, 36.2 FG% 

The 24-year-old Dellavedova received some well-timed publicity during the postseason after he stepped 

into Cleveland's starting lineup for the injured Kyrie Irving. While his hard-nosed style of play won him 

both fans and critics, Dellavedova did fairly well spotting up as LeBron James operated and exerting 

maximum effort on defense. With Cavaliers owner Dan Gilbert shelling out to keep James, Kevin Love, 

Tristan Thompson and Iman Shumpert, there's no reason for him to stop at everyone's favorite (or least 

favorite) Aussie.  

Wayne Ellington | Unrestricted | G 

10 PPG, 3.2 RPG, 41.2 FG%, 37 3P% 

Another member of the "He played for the Lakers so his career-high stats are meaningless" club, 

Ellington is nevertheless a career 38.2% three-point shooter who posted better defensive numbers than 

most of his L.A. colleagues. The well-traveled 2009 draft pick has played for five teams since 2012.  

Manu Ginobili | Unrestricted | G 

10.5 PPG, 4.2 APG, 3 RPG 

UPDATE: Manu Ginobili announces that he will return to the Spursnext season. Contract details have 

yet to be finalized. 

Ginobili, 37, really started to show his age last season, particularly in the playoffs, where he averaged 

just 8 points on 34.9 FG%. Although the four-time champ and future Hall of Famer has yet to officially 

announce whether he's returning to the Spurs for another go-around, the splashy addition of LaMarcus 

Aldridge might help convince him to play another 82. San Antonio retained starting two guard Danny 

Green, who was an unrestricted free agent, so Ginobili's reserve role would remain the same.  

Gerald Green | Unrestricted | G/F 

11.9 PPG, 2.5 RPG, 41.6 FG%, 35.4 3P% 



 

 

 

Buried by coach Jeff Hornacek down the stretch, Green is a very willing shooter who operates with a 

perpetual green light.  The 29-year-old former Slam Dunk Contest champion has added a fairly 

dependable three-point stroke to complement his insane leaping ability, and he would work best as an 

instant offense guy for a bench lacking in punch. He generally plays defense like he's resigned to the fact 

he can't guard anyone. The timing of Green's free agency was a bit off, as he enjoyed a career year in 

2013-14, and some smart shoppers will be eyeing him with bounceback potential. 

Jordan Hill | Unrestricted | F/C 

12 PPG, 7.9 RPG, 45.9 FG% 

For their confounding $9 million investment in Hill, the Lakers received a big man who made both their 

offense and defense meaningfully worse when he was on the court. Hill's Real Plus-Minus approaches 

Andrea Bargnani levels of atrociousness, and he lacks much of anything -- besides productive 

rebounding numbers -- to hang his hat on. 

Enes Kanter | Restricted (Thunder) | F/C 

15.5 PPG, 8.9 RPG, 51.9 FG% 

Friends don't let friends think that Enes Kanter is a valuable player. Thankfully, a midseason trade from 

Utah to Oklahoma City helped get the word out about Kanter's atrocious defense: he ranked dead last 

among centers in Defensive Real Plus-Minus and he sure looks unsalvageable. The 23-year-old former 

lottery pick has the strength, size and enough skill to pose lots of problems for defenders when he gets 

the ball in the basket area, and his per-game numbers should help him land a sizeable contract. Let's 

preemptively cover our eyes.   

Jeremy Lin | Unrestricted | G 

11.2 PPG, 4.6 APG, 42.4 FG%, 36.9 3P% 

Sunday's rumors linked Lin, 26, in a possible sign-and-trade with the Mavericks. On paper, the Lakers 

looked like a questionable fit for him alongside Kobe Bryant, but the bigger issue proved to be the 

emergence of rookie Jordan Clarkson and, now, the drafting of lottery pick D'Angelo Russell. Lin looks 

headed for his third team since 2012 saw the "Linsanity," and it seems clear that he is better suited to a 

reserve role rather than a starting one. His pick-and-roll skills and improved three-point shooting help 

make up for his defensive limitations and turnover issues.  

K.J. McDaniels | Restricted (Rockets) | G/F 

7.9 PPG, 3.2 RPG, 39.6 FG% 

Perhaps the greatest unknown in this year's free agency class, the 22-year-old McDaniels rotted on the 

bench after Houston acquired him from Philadelphia in a midseason  trade. The 2014 second-round pick 

briefly drew some buzz with the Sixers thanks to his insane leaping ability and volleyball-style blocks, but 

there's not much else to go on. Houston is reportedly committed to retaining him.   

Jameer Nelson | Unrestricted | G 

8.3 PPG, 4 APG, 40.7 FG%, 34.5 3P% 



 

 

 

The longtime Magic icon played for three teams last season and now searches for his next home. 

Nelson, 33, started for the Mavericks prior to their trade for Rajon Rondo, and Dallas owned the league's 

No. 1 offense with Monta Ellis carrying much of the load and Nelson acting as suppor. Going forward, a 

narrow role makes the most sense for the 11-year veteran. 

JaVale McGee | Unrestricted | C 

4.6 PPG, 2.7 RPG, 53.2 FG% 

Days after McGee pledged to play a mentoring role in Philadelphia, Sixers GM Sam Hinkie paid him to go 

away and no one claimed him down the stretch. The 7-footer has played just 28 games combined over 

the last two seasons, in part due to a leg injury, and he's in danger of becoming less famous than his 

mother, a former Olympic gold medalist and aspiring reality television personality. Rumors suggest the 

Clippers just might be desperate enough to plug in the zany McGee as a DeAndre Jordan replacement.  

Kendrick Perkins | Unrestricted | C 

3.6 PPG, 4.7 RPG, 44.9 FG% 

Perkins' useful days are long, long gone, which makes him another likely candidate for the Clippers, who 

are coached by his former boss in Boston, Doc Rivers. One of the very slowest players in the NBA, 

Perkins excels at turning over the ball before he can figure out what to do with it. In all seriousness, he's 

still a physical presence who can claim rebounds, set screens and provide an intimidating/inspiring 

bench presence. Cleveland coach David Blatt wisely used Perkisn for just three minutes of garbage time 

during the Finals. 

Austin Rivers | Unrestricted | G 

7 PPG, 2 APG, 40.9 FG%, 29.8 3P% 

The rumor chatter has been light around Rivers, most likely because he spent last season playing for his 

father and because there are no other members of his immediate family in GM positions. The 2012 

lottery pick has had a rough go during his first three seasons, but he enjoyed a few bright spots during 

the Clippers' ill-fated postseason run. L.A.'s bench remains so weak, despite the addition of Lance 

Stephenson, that there are definitely minutes available for Rivers if he returns.   

Kevin Seraphin | Unrestricted | F/C 

6.6 PPG, 3.6 RPG, 51.3 FG% 

Teams mining the bargain bin for a young-ish big might look at Seraphin, 25, who played behind 

veterans Marcin Gortat and Nene in Washington. The 2010 first-round pick is built like a brick wall and 

he's a fairly productive rebounder. The Wizards' offense fell off a cliff when he was in the game, 

however, and he scores poorly by Real Plus-Minus and net rating. Expectations should be kept in check.  

Luis Scola | Unrestricted | F 

9.4 PPG, 6.5 RPG, 46.7 FG% 

At 35, Scola is rounding for third and headed home. His transition to a bench role in Indiana played out 

fairly well, as the crafty 6-foot-9 power forward managed to keep his per-minute production up even in 



 

 

 

a reserve role. Although one would think he's in ring-chasing mode, Scola doesn't stretch the court and 

he isn't an impact defender, so his utility for true contenders might be somewhat limited. 

Josh Smith | Unrestricted | F 

12.4 PPG, 6.4 RPG, 3.3 APG, 41.9 FG%, 31.6 3P% 

Smith's 2014-15 season was the stuff of legend: Bought out mid-contract by the Pistons, the polarizing 

Smith quickly rebounded and caught on with the Rockets. As Detroit improved markedly without Smith, 

Houston made it all the way to the Western Conference finals while playing him heavy minutes. There's 

no clear explanation for all of that, so don't even try. Smith was a very smart buy-low play by Rockets 

GM Daryl Morey thanks in part to his defensive versatility, even if his notorious shooting struggles are 

an ever-present problem. Will Houston's run with Smith prove to be a one-time fling? 

J.R. Smith | Unrestricted | G 

12.1 PPG, 3.1 RPG, 2.8 APG, 41.7 FG%, 38.3 3P% 

J.R. Smith's mother summed up her son's journey from the Knicks to the Cavaliers with the perfect 

Drake line: "Started from the bottom, now we're here." The all-over-the-map Smith needs something, 

and Cleveland's lack of distractions and ability to win the East seemed to be a mostly productive 

environment. Yes, there was the postseason suspension, the cold spell in the Finals, the Phunkee Duck 

entrance and all the rest, but Smith did deliver against the Hawks in the conference finals and LeBron 

James can always use another shot-maker. The big question here is whether Cavaliers owner Dan Gilbert 

decides Smith's antics are worth the price (and luxury tax cost) of keeping him. On Cleveland's long list 

of free agents, Smith is arguably the most expendable.  

Amar'e Stoudemire | Unrestricted | F/C 

11.5 PPG, 5.6 RPG, 55.7 FG% 

As bad as you might think Stoudemire's defense is, it's worse. On paper, Stoudemire's impressive per-36 

numbers make him an intriguing addition for a team with playoff aspirations, In practice, that pretty 

thought gives way to an uglier reality. Stoudemire's tenure in Dallas saw him produce a -6.2 net rating, 

the worst of any Mavericks player who played at least 50 minutes. Any meaningful investment in the 

former max player would be too much.  

David West | Unrestricted | F 

11.7 PPG, 6.8 RPG, 471. FG% 

UPDATE: David West is reportedly joining the Spurs on a one-year deal for the veterans' minimum. 

Probably the most desirable name left on the market, West is only a free agent because he opted out of 

a $12 million player option due to philosophical differences with Pacers management over their 

treatment of teammate Roy Hibbert. At 34, West is in decline, but he's a pro's pro who brings 

physicality, a nice mid-range game and plenty of postseason experience. The two-time All-Star has 

expressed a desire to play with true contenders as he pursues what would be the first title of his career. 

Mo Williams | Unrestricted | G 



 

 

 

UPDATE: Mo Williams is returning to the Cavaliers where he last played during 2010-11 on a two-year, 

$4.3 million deal 

14.2 PPG, 6.2 APG, 39.7 FG%, 34.2 3P% 

Williams is up to eight teams and counting during his 12-year career, and he keeps drawing checks 

because he's always willing to try to generate some offense. Now, it doesn't always work: Williams can 

be a streaky shooter, he's not a pure passer, and his three-point shot is hit or miss. Nevertheless, he 

plays with pace, constantly applies pressure, and is used to playing on or off the ball. Defense, on the 

other hand, is another question entirely. As a second-unit guy, he still has life under the right conditions. 
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Atlanta Hawks' Kent Bazemore holds camp at Bertie High School 

By Staff 

Bertie High School product and current Atlanta Hawk Kent Bazemore is holding his second annual 

basketball camp at the high school. 

More than 100 kids are being put through drills and scrimmages as part of the 3-day camp. 

Bazemore has been giving back to his hometown community since turning pro. He's bought jerseys and 

shoes for the high school team. He says of his campers this week, "If they grab at least one thing from 

this camp, hopefully it can change their lives." 

The Kelford, NC native averaged more than 5 points a game this season for the Hawks who made it to 

the Eastern Conference finals. 
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NBA team helps unveil new court at Ft. Yargo 

By Zac Taylor 

The Atlanta Hawks are unveiling five new basketball courts across the metro area throughout the 

summer, but David Lee, Executive Director of the Atlanta Hawks Foundation, said Tuesday it was no 

accident that they chose to unveil the court, complete with Hawks logo, at Camp Twin Lakes at Fort 

Yargo first. 

“It was very important to us that the first of five branded court unveilings be here at Camp Twin Lakes,” 

he said to a crowd of campers. 

Following a few introductory speeches, including one by Camp Strong4Life camper Nick Weddington, 

now a senior at Druid Hills High, Weddington and Hawks small forward Kent Bazemore went down to 

one of the basketball hoops for the ceremonial first basket. 

It wound up being a slam dunk by Bazemore. 

Camp leaders and members of the Hawks foundation hope the new court, which is more giving and 

could reduce injuries when kids fall, will have just as much of an impact. 

“Basketball has the power to inspire and build up our young people and community,” said David Lee, 

Executive Director of the Atlanta Hawks Foundation. “The court unveiling at Camp Twin Lakes signals 

our commitment to ensuring that regardless of where people live, their income or ability, everyone 

deserves an opportunity to participate and be active members of the Atlanta Hawks Basketball Club.” 

In addition to Bazemore, Hawks staff, former players and cheerleaders were also on hand for the event. 

After the ceremony Bazemore helped some of the campers with their shooting and the cheerleaders 

helped with the dance class. 

“Camp Twin Lakes is incredibly excited to have this opportunity to collaborate with the Atlanta Hawks to 

enhance our gym for the CTL campers,” said Eric Robbins, CEO of Camp Twin Lakes, in a news release 

prior to the event. “The Hawks have had a triumphant season, and at Camp Twin Lakes, we focus on 

turning our campers’ challenges into triumphs each and every day.  We know this partnership will help 

our campers and we are so proud of the Atlanta Hawks and what they bring to the Atlanta community.” 

  

The basketball courts at CTL Rutledge and CTL Will-A-Way have been developed by CBA Sports. 
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Atlanta Hawks: Assessing free agency so far 

By Joseph Ali 

With the frenzy of NBA free agency continuing day to day, a multitude of franchises have new looks, and 

the Atlanta Hawks were no exception. The Hawks experienced a very bitter ending to the best regular 

season in franchise history when the Cleveland Cavaliers swept them out of the Eastern Conference 

Finals. With such a deep venture in the playoffs this past season; fans and the franchise itself have 

optimistic hopes. 

“Our most important thing is keeping our team together, so the more time I have to spend time with 

Paul (Millsap) and DeMarre (Carroll) and our players, I welcome that,” head coach, now team president 

Mike Budenholzer told the Associated Press shortly before the start of free agency.    

As we learned last week, those sentiments ultimately failed, as the Hawks were only able to land only 

one of their primary targets. This may at first seem like the Hawks are losing the core and gel, which led 

them to 60 wins last year, but they picked the right one. 

Paul Millsap will be returning to ATL, for at least two more years with a third year player option. The 

three-year deal is reported to be around $59 million and with the signing, the Hawks are in perfect 

position to serve as a top contender in the league’s lesser known little brother, the Eastern Conference. 

Although the contract pushes Atlanta over the salary cap, furthering them from any other additions in 

free agency unless acquiring pieces on minimum deals, the team is ready to stride forward after just 

three offseason moves. 

The first of the moves the franchise made was dealing away the first round draft pick, to bring NBA great 

Tim Hardaway’s (Tim Hardaway Jr.) son down to Atlanta from the New York Knicks. This is where in a 

sense the writing was ultimately on the wall that the franchise expected to lose a piece of their core. 

During the first day of free agency DeMarre Caroll inked a four-year $60 million deal with the Toronto 

Raptors. Retaining the Junkyard Dog as stated by Coach Bud, was a top priority for the franchise, but it 

was a move that couldn’t be done due to financial reasons. 

It’s hard to believe that Caroll was the only one out of the starting five for the Atlanta Hawks to not be 

named an All-Star, especially by looking at playoff performances (where Kyle Korver pulled a Harry 

Houdini disappearing act). Carroll’s emergence as a player last season was undoubtedly a testament to 

his extreme work ethic, but also the franchise’s player development program/system. The latter is why 

the franchise felt they could lose Caroll and still succeed in the future. 

It hurts for the Hawks to see him walk and leave a gaping hole at small forward, but there wasn’t much 

they could do. Plus the team is even thinner at power forward, and Millsap did so much for the offense. 

Offensively Caroll won’t be missed, due to the addition of Tim Hardaway Jr.’s ability to score at will. 

What will be missed is Carroll’s ability to guard quicker forwards in the league, and his overall defensive 

presence. This is where again the Hawks fully trust their player development system. 

The Hawks’ addition of 6’5 stretch guard Kent Bazemore in last season’s free agency, was a move that 

went overlooked. That move now, is one of extreme interest. The Hawks need Bazemore to step into a 

more demanding role, and step into it fast. 



 

 

 

Bazemore is a young athletic player who plays with a full head of steam at all times, but his talents are 

ultimately still very raw. At times you see Bazemore overthink plays while he’s on the floor, which leads 

to untimely mistakes. On the other hand you see flashes of Bazemore’s talent on the floor which makes 

you think that he could be very special in the Hawks’ un-selfish system. This type of play was due to 

Bazemore’s limited role that he had with last year’s core. With a heavier role I would expect to see 

Bazemore develop into a very valuable player for the franchise. 

Also filling in for Carroll’s defensive void, the Hawks hope for a promising return to health for forward 

Thabo Sefolosha. It’s been a while since the Hawks have actually seen the Swedish born player in a 

uniform, as during the tail end of the season he and former teammate Pero Antic faced legal issues 

following a New York club incident, which led to Sefolosha breaking his leg. Sefolosha has always been 

known as a defensive specialist, going back to his days spent with Oklahoma City. If he can return 

healthy from the very bizarre injury, the Hawks should be fine on the defensive side of the ball.  Not to 

mention the walking emoji Mike Scott is still active on the roster. 

An issue where the Hawks fell short in last year’s season was their ability to rebound, both on the 

offensive and defensive glass. The Hawks as a franchise clearly saw this as an issue, and doing their due 

diligence went out and grabbed versatile center Thiago Splitter from the San Antonio Spurs. 

Splitter is the type of player who fits very well into the Hawks’ system. Splitter comes in as a very 

serviceable big body on the floor (at a pretty cheap rate of $8.5 mil per yr.) who you can count on for 

productive minutes. Although Splitter could be a potential starting center for the Hawks, I see Coach 

Bud utilizing Splitter as a role player coming off the bench averaging anywhere between 25 and 30 mins. 

per game. That’s all the Hawks need from Splitter. They don’t value him as a player who comes in and 

adds immediate point production, but as a player who is going to grab boards and fill up the lanes in the 

process. That’s simply the type of player Splitter is, and it fits the Hawks’ needs smoothly. 

Not to mention bringing in Splitter allows for Coach Bud to tamper with the lineup, and bring in a 

tall/lengthy five on the court which hasn’t been seen in Atlanta in recent years. Bud now has the option 

to run a lineup of Teague, Korver, Millsap, move Horford to his natural four position and have Splitter at 

the five. This lineup presents extreme length, which the Hawks have never seen in Coach Bud’s time 

while also having five players on the floor who have the ability to not only score, but all have qualities to 

pass well. 

With the roster that Coach Bud is presented with now going into this season, there is absolutely no 

reason to panic. The Hawks trust and believe in their system which over the past couple years has 

shown to be successful, so at the moment it should be hard to doubt the franchise’s moves. Plus as 

mentioned earlier it’s not as if the Hawks have flipped into the much more competitive Western 

Conference, they still find themselves in the struggling East where other teams haven’t made any major 

strives at improvement either, so the Hawks will be just fine. 
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Atlanta ProView: The arms race is taking shape 

By Lindsey Young 

Say this for the Atlanta Braves. They won't let us dismiss them, even though there's no way they can 

actually make a playoff run. Right? 

I was ready to throw in the playoff towel last week before the two wins over the Nats. When it's all said 

and done, the game three win by Manny Banuelos over Max Scherzer might go down as the season's 

most important. 

The rookie lefty's impressive debut only reinforced just how bright the future is and how quickly John 

Hart and his staff turned it around. Atlanta fans, after more than a decade of winning divisions, have 

obviously been spoiled (even taking into account the annual postseason flop), which makes putting this 

season in perspective hard on some folks. 

Even if the Braves lose 90 games — still a very realistic outcome — this season will go down as a 

tremendous success. The team has managed to keep its fans interested while continuing to make moves 

for the future. 

There isn't a team in baseball, not the Mets, Nationals or Dodgers, that can match the Braves' future 

starting pitching depth. 

The list begins with the three 24-year-olds that head up the rotation: Julio Teheran, Alex Wood and 

Shelby Miller. Teheran has been frustratingly inconsistent but he's still got ace stuff and only needs to fix 

a few things between the ears. Wood also seems to get thrown off track easily, but those are things 

experience usually fixes. And Miller has been better than even advertised, even though the team can't 

score for him. 

You then add the guys who have been called up this year: Banuelos, Mike Foltynewicz and Matt Wisler. 

Each has great stuff and there's no reason to believe they won't continue to develop. Here's the great 

part, that's six guys with front end of the rotation stuff. 

Doesn't mean each will make it. Remember how highly-touted Tommy Hanson and Jair Jurrjens were? It 

wasn't long ago when Kris Medlen, Brandon Beachy and Mike Minor were the next great Braves' 

pitching trio. 

Which is why that depth is so crucial. Take those top six and add Tyrell Jenkins, Max Fried, Touki 

Toussaint and Chris Withrow, each acquired this year by Hart and each among the team's top prospects. 

Then there's Lucas Sims, the 21-year-old former top prospect who was injured in a bus accident this 

summer, and Jason Hursh, the team's top pick in 2013, each still highly thought of. 

And, finally, throw in the team's top two draft picks last month, Kolby Allard and Michael Soroka. 

Baseball America suggests Allard could easily be the Braves' top prospect next year. 

Arms aplenty, and the real key here is the team can target those it thinks will fill out the rotation in the 

future, move a couple to the bullpen and use some of the others to acquire bats and still have ample 

depth in the minors. 



 

 

 

Take this season for what it is, Braves fans, and get ready for the arms race. 

Braves hit international market 

The Braves just hit it big in the annual international signing period, a greatly overlooked part of baseball, 

and are likely to make an even bigger splash next year. 

The organization, with Hart leading the way, has put a much greater emphasis on scouting teenagers in 

Latin America and the Caribbean — athletes not eligible for the Major League draft — and it paid off July 

2 when the team landed two of the top prospects. 

A pair of 16-year-olds, infielder Derian Cruz and outfielder Christian Pache, were each ranked among the 

top-10 available prospects by different scouting services. Each is, of course, very raw, but the risk 

(around $3.4 million) is well worth it. 

The process is rather complicated, but each team gets a pool of money it can spend based on its finish 

last season. The penalty is stiff if a team goes over that total, which the Braves did. However, to avoid 

the penalty (which could have doubled the total outlay), they had to acquire more pool money, which 

they did with a trio of trades. 

The big news is that, if you believe the rumors, the Braves have already locked up next year's top 

international prospect, Venezuelan power-hitting shortstop Kevin Maiten. ESPN's Keith Law reportedly 

has been told by more than one scout that the Braves have agreed to pay more than $4 million for 

Maiten's rights. 

Of course, such early signings are illegal (wink, wink) but if it happens he's the type of future game-

changer the organization hasn't seen in a position player for some time. 

Hawks emerge as winners in free agency 

It's tough to see DeMarre Carroll leave, but there's no way the Hawks could afford a $15 million a 

season for a guy they were barely paying $2 million. He leaves a fairly large hole at the three spot but if 

Thabo Sefalosha is healthy then the loss won't be as painful. 

Carroll's departure aside, the team did well in resigning Paul Millsap and acquiring Tiago Splitter from 

the Spurs for, it's being report, basically nothing. The upgrade in Splitter over the departed Pero Antic is 

amazing. 

Splitter, coming from the sister Spurs, can fit in Mike Budenholzer's system easily and gives the Hawks 

rebounding, defense and improved passing from the post. He and the recently-signed 7-foot-3 Edy 

Taveres should greatly enhance the team's inside defensive play, a black hole this past season. 

It also allows the Hawks to play Al Horford more at power forward and should keep he and Millsap a 

little fresher as the season goes along. 

Now, can the team's offense survive Carroll's absence if Sefalosha isn't healthy or teams find they can 

sag off him at the 3-point line? It's a good question and it might lead the team to fire its one big bullet. 

If a small forward has to be acquired, the Hawks have a great trade piece in either Jeff Teague or Dennis 

Schroder. Personally, I would hate to break up that duo since the Hawks have an advantage on nearly 

every opponent at point guard, so we'll see.  
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Edy Tavares, Mike Muscala headline Atlanta Hawks summer league roster 

By Brad Rowland 

The Atlanta Hawks have officially announced their roster for the 2015 Las Vegas Summer League. The 

15-player group includes one player that is currently under contract with the organization (Mike 

Muscala) and one additional player (Edy Tavares) that boasts a reported multi-year agreement pending 

an official announcement. 

Beyond the intrigue of watching Muscala and Tavares, each of whom have designs on joining the 

rotation for the 2015-2016 season, there is plenty to monitor in Las Vegas. The roster includes two 

brothers of current Hawks, as former Michigan and Florida big man Jon Horford and Tennessee State 

guard Abraham Millsap will be participating. 

From the college ranks, Arizona forward Brandon Ashley, Nebraska wing Terran Petteway, and Iowa 

State guard DeAndre Kane headline the group in terms of recent graduates. In addition, the Hawks will 

bring 2014 second-round pick Lamar Patterson and 2014 LVSL participant Stephen Holt to Las Vegas as 

part of the roster and four-year NBA veteran Greg Smith will attempt to rekindle league interest as a 

member of the squad. 

Here is the full roster: 

• Brandon Ashley, 6-9 forward, Arizona 

• Tomas Bellas, 6-1 guard, Gran Canaria (Spain) 

• Josh Davis, 6-8 forward, San Diego State (NBDL) 

• Jon Horford, 6-10 forward, Florida (Michigan) 

• Stephen Holt, 6-4 guard, Saint Mary's 

• DeAndre Kane, 6-5 guard, Iowa State 

• Trey McKinney-Jones, 6-5 guard, Miami (NBDL) 

• Abraham Millsap, 6-4 guard, Tennessee State 

• Mike Moser, 6-8 forward, Oregon (UNLV) 

• Mike Muscala, 6-11 forward/center, Bucknell (current Atlanta Hawks roster) 

• Lamar Patterson, 6-5 guard, Pittsburgh (Tofas SK) 

• Terran Petteway, 6-6 guard/forward, Nebraska 

• Greg Smith, 6-10 forward, Fresno State (4-year NBA veteran) 

• Walter "Edy" Tavares, 7-3 center, Gran Canaria (Spain) 

• Elston Turner, 6-5 guard, Texas A&M 


